
Smart Songdo Song

In the beginning1 was the video2

In which the vision3 already came true4

White collar workforce roams the parks5

Mirrored by high rises in a stunning HD fly-through6

Now, future is at a stone´s throw7

The place that provides all you can need and more8

Posh malls9, a world class golf course10

And a contemporary art hub11 at its core

Where global investment shall flourish12

In the Free Economic Zone13

On former swampland,14 built from scratch15

The '#1st World Towers'16 scrape the air
'Compact Smart-'17 and 'Tomorrow City'18

´round 'International Business Square'19

Allegedly, green and sustainable20

Smart and controlled21 is every slot
A model town22 for modelled citizens23

Songdo seems to be the pattern of the perfect plot24

There RFID trash-cans25 trace you
Just to make sure it´s all secure26

Now, inbetween LEED27 labelled premises
And wired dreamhubs28 from the cutting edge

Where big ideas haven´t materialized yet,29 one finds a
Hidden and illegal sort of reclaim-the-soil veggie patch30

And there are people31 carrying water from their homes
In canisters, on their backs, to spill the plants
Under surveillance cameras32 and connivance

Until the contractors come to grab for these lands!33

Yeah, they claim it all.... 
Oh-WOW those global developers34

Yeah, they´ll take it all

And the law never will touch them35

And they´re so sly ´cause they know so well
They´re playing governments off against each other36

They´re neither paying tax37 nor do they deal with
any other spawn out of the regulations-hell38

Their cities are constructed commodities39

To be traded and squeezed and sold out40

Built on the paradigm of everlasting and eternal growth41

On that dogma - ya know - that all gardeners doubt!42

lyrics: Winkler/Köperl43    music: Rose Tattoo44
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